Developed through a partnership between
5th Planet Games and Concept Art House,
Legacy of a Thousand Suns is a revolutionary
role-playing game launching on Facebook
in November 2010.
Featuring movie-caliber artwork, gameplay,
and storytelling, Legacy of a Thousand Suns’
immense scope and high production values
represent an exciting new level of quality
for Facebook gaming.

Genre
MMORPG
Intended Audience
Ages 13+
Platform
Facebook
Release Date
November 2010
(open beta)
Pricing
Free to play with
micro-transaction economy
Official Website
www.legacyof1000suns.com
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dl.dropbox.com/u/6966634/
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press@conceptarthouse.com

Old rivals wielding powerful new technologies have declared war on the Sian Empire.
Princess Illaria’s enemies are hunting for her—and if she falls into their clutches, the
empire is doomed. The one person who can save her languishes in prison, the victim
of a political plot with galaxy-wide repercussions. That one person is you…

BACKGROUND
5th Planet Games’ first project, Dawn of the Dragons, launched in 2010 as the first
truly robust MMORPG on Facebook. The company is dedicated to producing
engrossing and entertaining products which appeal to both hardcore gamers and
casual players alike.
Concept Art House is a provider of premier digital artwork for entertainment giants
such as Blizzard, Hasbro, Sony Online, Disney Interactive, and others. Recent credits
include Command and Conquer, World of Warcraft, Dungeons & Dragons, and Magic:
The Gathering. With offices in San Francisco and Shanghai, the company employs
some of the industry’s most prominent digital artists.
The two companies have joined forces to combine 5th Planet’s storytelling and
gameplay expertise with Concept Art House’s movie-quality artwork and console game
production values. The result: a Facebook game that looks and plays unlike any other.

KEY FEATURES
• 	Distinctive artwork infuses the

• 	Epic storyline incorporates a rich

• 	Prove your skills as a pilot and

• All of the quests, battles, and

futuristic setting with elements
of ancient Chinese fantasy

backstory and history to present
a living, breathing world

warrior in face-offs with dictators,
cyborgs, aliens, monsters, and
other interstellar threats

stat-building of a standard
MMORPG, layered on top of
the world’s largest social network
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